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Abstract 

In this paper we have introduced and investigated almost continuous mappings 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1975, Zadeh [8, 9] made an extension of the concept of fuzzy set by interval – 

valued fuzzy set. Fuzzy topological space was introduced by C.L.Chang [2] in 1968. 

In 2012, Y.B.Jun [3] introduced the concept of cubic sets, using fuzzy sets and 

interval valued fuzzy sets. In 2016, Akhtar [1] has constructed topological structure 

on cubic set theory called cubic topological space and discussed about two types of 

cubic topological spaces such as  P-cubic topological space and R-cubic topological 

space. In 2019, Loganayaki and Jayanthi [4, 5, 6, 7] introduced various types of cubic 

sets, interior and closure in P-cubic topological space and R-cubic topological space. 

Also they have introduced various open sets and continuous mappings in P-cubic and 
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R-cubic topological spaces. The objective of this paper is to introduce and analyze P-

cubic almost continuous mappings and R-cubic almost continuous mappings.  

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section some preliminary definitions with references are given. 

Definition 2.1:[3] Let X be a non-empty set. Then a structure 

    XxxxxA  /,,   is a cubic set in X in which  is an interval valued fuzzy 

set (IVFS) in X and  is a fuzzy set(FS) in X. Simply a cubic set is denoted by 

,A  and XC denotes the collection of all cubic sets in X. 

(i) A cubic set ,A in which   0x and   1x (resp.   1x and 

  0x ) Xx is denoted by 0 (resp. 1 ). 

(ii) A cubic set ,A in which   0x and   0x (resp.   1x and 

  1x ) Xx is denoted by 0̂ (resp. 1̂ ). 

Definition 2.2:[3] Let ,A  and  ,B  be two cubic sets in X, Then we 

define: 

(a)  Equal  

                andBA  

(b)  P-order 

               andBA P  

(c)  R-order 

             
  andBA R  

Definition 2.3: [3] The complement of a cubic set 

       XxxxxxA   /,,,, 
 

in X is defined to be 

       XxxxxxA cc   /1,1,1,1,  . Obviously,   ,AA cc   

,10  c  ,01  c   1̂0̂ c   and .0̂1̂ c  

Definition 2.4: [3] For any cubic set     XxxxxA iii  /,,   where iN, we 

define 

(a) P- Union      

















XxxxxA iNii
Ni

iP
Ni

/,,   
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(b) R-Union      

















XxxxxA iNii
Ni

iR
Ni

/,,   

(c) P- Intersection      

















XxxxxA iNii
Ni

iP
Ni

/,,   

(d) R-Intersection      

















XxxxxA iNii
Ni

iR
Ni

/,,   

Definition 2.5:[1] A P-cubic topology is the family FP of cubic sets in X which 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) 1̂,0̂ FP 

(ii) If A i  FP ,then iPNi
A


  FP 

(iii) If A , B  FP, then A P B FP 

The pair (X, FP) is called the P-cubic topological space and any cubic set in FP is 

known as P-cubic open set in X. The complement Ac of a P-cubic open set A in P-

cubic topological space (X, FP) is called a P-cubic closed set in X. 

Definition 2.6:[6] Let (X, FP) be a P-cubic topological space and A= (,) be a cubic 

set in     (X, FP). Then the  P- cubic interior and P- cubic closure are defined by 

           pint (A) = P{Ai /Ai is a P-cubic open set in X and Ai P A} 

           pcl (A) = P{Ai  /Ai is a P-cubic closed set in X and A P Ai} 

Definition 2.7:[6] A cubic set A in a P-cubic topological space (X, FP) is said to be  

(i) P- cubic regular open if A  = pint ( pcl (A)) 

(ii) P-cubic semi open if A P pcl ( pint (A)) 

(iii) P-cubic -open if A P pint ( pcl ( pint (A))) 

(iv) P- cubic pre-open if A P pint ( pcl (A)) 

(v) P-cubic -open if A P pcl ( pint ( pcl (A))) 

Definition 2.8:[1] A R-cubic topology FR  is the family of cubic sets in X which 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) 1,0,1̂,0̂  FR 
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(ii) If AiFR ,then iRNi
A


 FR 

(iii) If  A , B FR, then A RBFR 

           The pair (X, FR) is called the R-cubic topological space and any cubic set in 

FR is known as R-cubic open set in X. The complement Ac of a R-cubic open set A in 

R-cubic topological space (X, FR) is called a R-cubic closed set in X. 

Definition 2.9:[6] Let XR be a R-cubic topological space and A= (µ,) be a cubic set 

in XR. Then R cubic-interior and R cubic-closure are defined by 

                          Rint (A) = R{Ai/  Ai is a R-cubic open set in X and Ai  R A} 

                         Rcl (A) = R{Ai /  Ai is a R-cubic closed set in X and A R Ai} 

Definition 2.10:[6] A cubic set A   in a R-cubic topological space XR is said to be  

(i) R-cubic semi open if A R  Rcl  ( Rint  (A) ) 

(ii) R-cubic -open if A R  Rint  ( Rcl  ( Rint  (A))) 

(iii) R- cubic pre-open if A R Rint  ( Rcl (A) ) 

(iv) R- cubic regular open if A  = Rint ( Rcl (A)) 

(v) R-cubic -open if AR  Rcl  ( Rint  ( Rcl (A))) 

Definition 2.11 :[5] A cubic point under P-order is a cubic set P such that there 

exists a xX satisfying yxallforyyxallforx PP   0)(,0)(   and 

.0)( XyxallforyP   Such a cubic point under P-order is denoted by Px. 

A cubic point Px is said to belong to a cubic set A (denoted by Px A) if 

)()(,)()( xxxx APAP
   and )()( xx AP

   . 

Definition 2.12 :[5] A cubic point under R-order is a cubic set R such that there 

exists a xX satisfying yxallforyyxallforx RR   0)(,0)(   and 

.1)( XyxallforyR   Such a cubic point under R-order is denoted by Rx. 

A cubic point Rx is said to belong to a cubic set A (denoted by Rx A) if 

)()(,)()( xxxx ARAR
    and )()( xx AR

   . 

Definition 2.13 :[5] A cubic set A in a P-cubic topological space  (X, FP) is said to be 

a neighbourhood of a cubic point Px   if and only if there exists U  FP such that 

PxUP A. 
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Definition 2.14 :[5] A cubic set A in a R-cubic topological space  (X, FR) is said to be 

a neighbourhood of a cubic point  Rx  if and only if there exists U  FR such that 

RxUR A. 

Throughout this paper (X, FP) or XP denotes the P-cubic topological space and (X, FR) 

or XR denotes the R-cubic topological space. 

Definition 2.15: [7] Let YXfP :  be a mapping and let A= (µ , ) be a cubic set in 

X. Then the image of A under Pf , denoted by Pf  (A) = ( Pf  (µ) , Pf  () ), is defined 

by  

 
 





 







,,0

,)(,)(sup
))((

1

)(

otherwise

yfifx
yf Pyxf

P
P


         

   





 







,,0
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1
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.,0

)(,)(sup)]([
1

)(
1

otherwise

yfxyf PyfxP
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   for all y in Y, where 1

Pf (y)={ x : fP (x) = y}. 

Let  ,B  be an cubic set in Y. Then the inverse image of B under Pf , denoted 

by  1

Pf (B) = ( ( 1

Pf  (β), 1

Pf  (η) ), is defined by ,))](([)])(([
1 

 xfxf PP   

,))](([)])(([
1 

 xfxf PP   1

Pf  (η) (x) = η ( Pf  (x) ), for all x X. 

Definition 2.16: [7] Let XP and YP be any two P-cubic topological spaces. A mapping

Pf : XPYP is said to be a 

(i) P-cubic continuous mapping if Pf -1 (A) is a P-cubic open set in XP for each 

P-cubic open set A in YP. 

(ii) P-cubic semi continuous   (resp. - continuous, pre-continuous,  - 

continuous) mapping if Pf -1 (A) is a P-cubic semi open  (resp. -open, pre-

open, -open) set in XP for each P-cubic open set A in YP.  

Definition 2.17:[7]  Let Rf : XY be a mapping and let A= (µ,) be a cubic set in X. 

Then the image of A under Rf , denoted by Rf  (A) = ( Rf  (µ) , Rf  () ), is defined by  
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.,0
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1

otherwise

yfxyf RyfxR
R







 

   for all y in Y, where Rf -1(y)={ x : Rf  (x) = y}. 

Let  ,B  be a cubic set in Y. Then the inverse image of B under Rf , denoted by    

)(1 BfR


= (( Rf  -1 (β), Rf -1 (η)), is defined by   ,))(()])(([ 1   xfxf RR 

  ,))(()])(([ 1   xfxf RR  )()(1  RR ff  , for all x X. 

Definition 2.18: [7] Let XR and YR be any two R-cubic topological spaces. A 

mapping Rf : XRYR is said to be a 

(i) R-cubic continuous mapping if Rf -1 (A) is a R-cubic open set in XR for 

each R-cubic   open set A in YR. 

(ii) R-cubic semi continuous   (resp. -continuous, pre-continuous,  -

continuous) mapping if Rf  -1 (A) is a R-cubic semi open  (resp. -open, pre-

open, -open) set in XR for each R-cubic open set A in YR.  

 

3. P – CUBIC ALMOST CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 

In this section we defined and analyzed some basic properties and characterization of 

a    P – cubic almost continuous mappings. 

Definition 3.1: Let XP and YP be two P-cubic topological spaces. A mapping Pf : 

XPYP is said to be a P-cubic almost continuous mapping if Pf -1(A) is a P-cubic 

open set in XP, for each P-cubic regular open set A in YP. 

Theorem 3.2: Let Pf : XPYP be a mapping. Then the following are equivalent:                          

(i) Pf  is a P-cubic almost continuous mapping.  

(ii) Pf -1(A) is a P-cubic closed set in XP, for each P-cubic regular closed set A in YP. 

(iii) ))),((int(int)(
11 AclfAf PPPPPP


  for each P-cubic open set A in YP. 

(iv)  ),()))(int((
11 BfBclfcl PPPPPP


 for each  P-cubic closed set B in YP. 

Proof: 

(i)  (ii):  Consider a P-cubic regular closed set A in YP. Then Ac is a P-cubic regular 
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open set  in YP. Since Pf  is a P-cubic almost continuous mapping, Pf -1(Ac) is a P-

cubic open set in XP. Since c
P

c
P AfAf )]([)(

11 
  (by Theorem 3.10 [7]), we get Pf -

1(A) is a P-cubic closed set in XP. 

(ii)  (i): Consider a P-cubic regular open set A in YP. Then Ac is a P-cubic regular 

closed set  in YP. By assumption, Pf -1(Ac) is a P-cubic closed set in XP. Since 

c
P

c
P AfAf )]([)(

11 
  (by Theorem 3.10 [7]), we get Pf -1(A) is a P-cubic open set in 

XP. 

(i)(iii): Since A is a P – cubic open set in YP,  ))((int)(int AclAA PPPP  and 

hence ))((int)(
11 AclfAf PPPPP


 (by Theorem 3.10 [7]). As )(int AclPP is a P- cubic 

regular open set, by hypothesis )))(((int
1 Aclf PPP


 is a P-cubic open set in XP. Thus 

))).((int(int))((int)(
111 AclfAclfAf PPPPPPPPP


  

(iii)(i): Let A be a P – cubic regular open set in YP. Then A is a P-cubic open set in 

YP. By hypothesis,  ).())((int))))(((int(int)( 1111 AfAfAclfAf PPPPPPPPP


  

Hence ))((int)(
11 AfAf PPP


  and )(
1 AfP


is a P – cubic open set in XP.    

(ii)(iv): Since A is a P – cubic closed set in YP, .)( AAclP   This implies

.)()(int AAclAcl PPPP   Hence )()))((int(
11 AfAclf PPPPP


 (by Theorem 3.10  

[7]). Since ))((int Acl PP is a P- cubic regular closed set, by hypothesis 

)))((int(
1 Aclf PPP


is a P-cubic closed set in XP. Thus 

).())(int()))(int((
111 AfAclfAclfcl PPPPPPPPP


  

(iv)(ii): Let A be a P – cubic regular closed set in YP, then A is a P-cubic closed set 

in YP. We have ))(()()))(int(())((
1111 AfclAfAclfclAfcl PPPPPPPPPPPP


 , 

by hypothesis. Thus ))(()(
11 AfclAf PPP


  and )(
1 AfP


is a P – cubic regular closed 

set in XP.   

Proposition 3.3: Every P – cubic continuous mapping is a P – cubic almost 

continuous mapping but the converse is not true. 

Proof: The result follows from the fact that every P – cubic regular open set is a P – 

cubic open set in a P-cubic topological space XP. 

Example 3.4:  Let X . Let  FP= ,1̂,,0̂ 1A  and  F’
P=  ,1̂,,,,0̂ 321 AAA  be a two P-

cubic topological spaces where A1=   5.0,6.0,4.0 , A2=   2.0,4.0,2.0
 

and  A3=

  3.0,4.0,3.0 . Consider a mapping Pf : (X, FP) (X, F’P) defined by .)( xxfP   
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Then the mapping is a P-cubic almost continuous mapping but not a P-cubic 

continuous mapping. 

 

Theorem 3.5: The following are equivalent for a mapping Pf : XPYP : 

(i) Pf  is a  P-cubic almost continuous mapping. 

(ii) )),(())((
11 AclfAfcl PPPPP


  for every P-cubic pre-open set A in YP. 

(iii) )),(())((
11 AclfAfcl PPPPP


  for every P-cubic semi open set A in YP. 

(iv) ))))(((int(int)(
11 AclfAf PPPPPP


  for every P-cubic pre-open set A in YP. 

Proof:  

(i) (ii): Let A be a P-cubic pre-open set in YP. Then )(AclP is a P-cubic regular 

closed set in YP (by Theorem 3.32 [6]). By hypothesis and by Theorem 3.2, 

))((
1 Aclf PP


is a P-cubic closed set in XP. Since )(AclA PP  we get 

)).(()( 11 AclfAf PPPP
   Hence )).(()))((()((

111 AclfAclfclAfcl PPPPPPPP


   

(ii) (iii): This is obvious, since every P-cubic semi open set is a P-cubic pre-open 

set. 

(iii) (i): Let A be a P-cubic regular closed set in YP. Then ))((int AclA PP and 

hence by definition A is a P-cubic semi open set in YP. By (iii), 

).())(())((
111 AfAclfAfcl PPPPPP


  Hence )(
1 AfP


 is a P-cubic closed set in X 

and by Theorem 3.2, Pf  is a P-cubic almost continuous mapping. 

 (i)  (iv): Let A be a P-cubic pre-open set in YP. Then ))((int AclA PPP and hence 

))((int AclPP  is a P-cubic regular open set in YP. By (i), )))(((int
1 Aclf PPP


is a P-

cubic open set in XP. Hence )))).(((int(int)))(((int)(
111 AclfAclfAf PPPPPPPPP


  

(iv) (i) Let A be a P – cubic regular open set in YP. Then A is a P – cubic pre-open 

set in YP.     By (iv), )).((int))))(((int(int)(
111 AfAclfAf PPPPPPPP


 Therefore, 

)(
1 AfP


is a P – cubic open set in XP and Pf  is a P-cubic almost continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.6: A mapping Pf : XPYP is P – cubic almost continuous at a P-cubic 

point  Px of XP, if for every neighborhood V of a P- cubic point )( xP Pf , there exists a 

neighborhood A of  Px such that ))((int)( VclAf PPPP  . 
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Proof: Let Px be a P-cubic point in XP and let V be a neighborhood of a P-cubic point 

)( xP Pf . Then there exists a P – cubic open set U such that VUPf PxP )(  and 

).())((int))((int)(int)( sayWVclUclUUPf PPPPPPPxP   Hence W is a P – 

cubic regular open set in YP. By hypothesis, )()(
1 sayAWfP 


 is a P – cubic open 

set. Now AWfPffP PPxPPx   )())(( 11  and 

)).((int))(()( 1 VclWWffAf PPPPPPP    

 

4. R – CUBIC ALMOST CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 

In this section we have defined and analyzed some basic properties and 

characterization of  R - cubic almost continuous mappings. 

Definition 4.1: Let XR and YR be two R-cubic topological spaces. A mapping Rf : 

XRYR is said to be a R-cubic almost continuous mapping if Rf -1(A) is a R-cubic 

open set in XR, for each R-cubic regular open set A in YR. 

Theorem 4.2: Let Rf : XRYR be a mapping. Then the following are equivalent:  

(i) Rf  is a R-cubic almost continuous mapping.  

(ii) Rf -1(A) is a R-cubic closed set in XR, for each R-cubic regular closed set A in YR. 

(iii) )))),(((int(int)(
11 AclfAf RRRRRR


  for each R-cubic open set A in YR. 

(iv)  ),())))((int((
11 BfBclfcl RRRRRR


 for each  R-cubic closed set B in YR. 

Proof: 

(i)  (ii): Consider a R-cubic regular closed set A in YR. Then Ac is a R-cubic regular 

open set in YR. Since Rf  is a R-cubic almost continuous mapping, Rf -1(Ac) is a R-

cubic open set in XR. Since c
R

c
R AfAf )]([)(

11 
  (by Theorem 4.10 [7]), we get Rf -

1(A) is a R-cubic closed set in XR. 

(ii)  (i): Consider a R-cubic regular open set A in YR. Then Ac is a R-cubic regular 

closed set in YR. By hypothesis, Rf -1(Ac) is a R-cubic closed set in XR. Since 

c
R

c
R AfAf )]([)(

11 
  (by theorem 4.10 [7]), we get Rf -1(A) is a R-cubic open set in 

XR. 

(i)(iii): Since A is a R – cubic open set in YR,  ))((int)(int AclAA RRRR  and 

hence )))(((int)(
11 AclfAf RRRRR


 (by Theorem 4.10 [7]). As ))((int AclRR is a R- 
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cubic regular open set, by hypothesis, )))(((int
1 Aclf RRR


is a R-cubic open set in XR. 

Thus )))).(((int(int)))(((int)(
111 AclfAclfAf RRRRRRRRR


  

(iii)(i) Let A be a R – cubic regular open set in YR. Then A is a R-cubic open set in 

YR. By hypothesis, ).())((int))))(((int(int)(
1111 AfAfAclfAf RRRRRRRRRR


  

Thus ))((int)(
11 AfAf RRR


  and )(
1 AfR


is a R – cubic  open set in XR.    

(ii)(iv) Since A is a R – cubic closed set in YR, .)( AAclR   This implies

.)())((int AAclAcl RRRR   Hence )())((int(
11 AfAclf RRRRR


 (by Theorem 4.10 

[7]). Since ))((int Acl RR is a R- cubic regular closed set, by hypothesis, 

)))((int(
1 Aclf RRR


is a R-cubic closed set in XR. Thus 

).()))((int())))((int((
111 AfAclfAclfcl RRRRRRRRR


  

(iv)(ii) Let A be a R – cubic regular closed set in YR, then A is a R-cubic closed set 

in YR. We have )).(()()))(int(())((
1111 AfclAfAclfclAfcl RRRRRRRRRRRR


  

Thus ))(()(
11 AfclAf RRR


  and  )(
1 AfR


is a R – cubic regular closed set in XR.   

  

Proposition 4.3: Every R – cubic continuous mapping is a R – cubic almost 

continuous mapping but the converse is not true. 

Proof: The result follows from the fact that every R – cubic regular open set is a R – 

cubic open set in a R-cubic topological space XR. 

 

Example 4.4:  Let X  and let FR= 
 1,1̂,,0,0̂ 1

 A   and  F’
R= 

 1,1̂,,,,0,0̂ 321
 AAA  be  

two     R-cubic topological spaces where A1=   6.0,4.0,2.0 , A2=   6.0,0,0  and A3=

  0,4.0,2.0 . Consider a mapping Rf : (X,FR) (X, F’R) defined by .)( xxfR  Then 

Rf  is a R – cubic almost continuous mapping but not a R – cubic continuous 

mapping. 

 

Theorem 4.5: The following are equivalent for a mapping Rf : XRYR: 

(i) Rf  is a  R-cubic almost continuous mapping. 

(ii) )),(())((
11 AclfAfcl RRRRR


  for every R-cubic pre-open set A in YR. 
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(iii) )),(())((
11 AclfAfcl RRRRR


  for every R-cubic semi open set A in YR. 

(iv) ))))(((int(int)(
11 AclfAf RRRRRR


  for every R-cubic pre-open set A in YR. 

 

Proof:  

(i) (ii): Let A be a R-cubic pre-open set in YR. Then )(AclR is a R-cubic regular 

closed set in YR (by Theorem 4.32 [6]). By hypothesis and by Theorem 4.2, 

))((
1 Aclf RR


is a R-cubic closed set in XR. Since )(AclA RR  we get 

)).(()( 11 AclfAf RRRR
   Hence )).(()))((()((

111 AclfAclfclAfcl RRRRRRRR


   

(ii) (iii): This is obvious, since every R-cubic semi open set is a R-cubic pre-open 

set. 

(iii) (i): Let A be a R-cubic regular closed set in YR. Then ))((int AclA RR and 

hence by definition A is a R-cubic semi open set in YR. By (iii), 

).())(())((
111 AfAclfAfcl RRRRRR


  Hence )(
1 AfR


 is a R-cubic closed set in X 

and by Theorem 4.2, Rf  is a R-cubic almost continuous mapping. 

 (i)  (iv): Let A be a R-cubic pre-open set in YR. Then ))((int AclA RRR and hence 

))((int AclRR  is a R-cubic regular open set in YR. By (i), )))(((int
1 Aclf RRR


is a R-

cubic open set in XR.  

Hence )))).(((int(int)))(((int)(
111 AclfAclfAf RRRRRRRRR


  

(iv) (i) Let A be a R – cubic regular open set in YR. Then A is a R – cubic pre-open 

set in YR.     By (iv), )).((int))))(((int(int)(
111 AfAclfAf RRRRRRRR


 Therefore, 

)(
1 AfR


is a R – cubic open set in XR and Rf  is a R-cubic almost continuous 

mapping. 

Theorem 4.6: A mapping Rf : XRYR is R – cubic almost continuous at a R-cubic 

point  Rx of XR, if for every neighborhood V of a R- cubic point )( xR Rf , there exists a 

neighborhood A of  Rx such that ))((int)( VclAf RRRR  . 

Proof: Let Rx be a R-cubic point in XR and let V be a neighborhood of a R-cubic point 

)( xR Rf . Then there exists a R – cubic open set U such that VURf RxR )(  and 

).())((int))((int)(int)( sayWVclUclUURf RRRRRRRxR   Hence W is a R – 

cubic regular open set in YR. By hypothesis, )()(
1 sayAWfR 


 is a R – cubic open 
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set. Now AWfRffR RRxRRx   )())(( 11  and 

)).((int))(()( 1 VclWWffAf RRRRRRR    
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